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INTRODUCTION OF THE STUDY:- 

Since the inception of human society there was a discussion initiated on the style to live a 

prosperous life and to make the others (society) living prosperous too. In this regard a number of 

philosophers, intellectuals, leaders and religious gurus gave their thoughts time to time and 

added value in the concept. Deen Dayal Upadhyay who was one of the leading Indian 

philosopher, economist, sociologist, historian, journalist, and political scientist gave the concept 

of Integral humanism who developed the doctrine of integral humanism. The theme 

was initially delivered in the form of four lectures in Bombay 

during April 22-25, 1965.  According to him “Humankind had four hierarchically organized 

attributes of body, mind, intellect and soul which corresponded to four universal objectives, 

kama (desire or satisfaction), artha (wealth), dharma (moral duties) and moksha (total liberation 

or 'salvation'). While none could be ignored, dharma is the 'basic', and moksha the 'ultimate' 

objective of humankind and society. He claimed that the main problem with both capitalist and 

socialist ideologies is this that they only consider the needs of body and mind, and were hence 

based on the materialist objectives of desire and wealth” [3]. 

The main motive behind this doctrine is to reject the theory of individualism and to promote the 

importance of family and society to build an undivided society. He further rejected social 

systems in which individualism 'reigned supreme'. He also rejected communism in which 

individualism was 'crushed' as part of a 'large heartless machine'. He explained that Society, 

rather than arising from a social contract between individuals, was fully born at its inception 

itself as a natural living organism with a definitive 'national soul' or 'ethos' and its needs of the 

social organism paralleled those of the individual. His claim against the unity got supported by 

numerous Indian and foreign intellects. David argues that in the so-called Third World as a 

whole, between 1960 and 1992, life expectancy at birth rose from 46 to 63, infant mortality 

declined by more than half, and real per capita income almost trebled.2 These benefits were not 

shared equally, but the fact that they occurred was completely at variance with the pessimistic 

predictions of economists in the 1960s. The above statement shows that the growth cannot be 

shared or achieved individually but we need a group or society to achieve or cheer such 

achievements. [1] David argued in favor of Upadhyaya that in the process to built a undivided 

society we need to think in a broader domain where we have to think about the progress of whole 
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rather than the think about the progress of individual. He discussed that how can we speak to 

those who live in villages and in slums about keeping the oceans, the rivers and the air clean 

when their own lives are contaminated at the source? The environment cannot be improved in 

conditions of poverty. Thus it can be stated that Sustainable development requires changes in 

values and attitudes towards environment and development indeed, towards society and work at 

home,on farms, and in factories [1]. 

Apart from the scholars, thoughts of Updhaya can be observed from the literature of great leaders 

such as Gandhi. Integral humanism is almost an exact paraphrase of Gandhi's vision of a future 

India. Both seek a distinctive path for India, both reject the materialism of socialism and 

capitalism alike, both reject the individualism of modern society in favor of a holistic, varna-

dharma based community, both insist upon an infusion of religious and moral values in politics, 

and both seek a culturally authentic mode of modernization that preserves Hindu values. Integral 

humanism contains visions organized around two themes: morality in politics and swadeshi, and 

small-scale industrialization in economies, all Gandhian in their general thematic but distinctly 

Hindu nationalist. These notions revolve around the basic themes of harmony, primacy of 

cultural-national values, and discipline. We may even say that the Deen Dayal Upadhyay had 

given a new thought to Gandhis swadesi revolution which states that swadesi is a way of life 

with a commitment and dedication propounded and practiced for the benefit of the people of 

India in general and to the rural masses in particular who live in six lakh villages. Swadeshi 

demands us to use and serve our immediate surroundings. Hence, it is everybody‟s responsibility 

to encourage neighbors who can supply to our needs. The concept of swadeshi, according to him, 

is a necessity for national existence and is very much true even today. [2] This approach given by 

Gandhi to make our rural economy vibrant and lively was hijacked even before his eyes. In the 

above statement Gandhi tried to build an undivided rural society whether the Upadhyay gave a 

theory of Integral Humanism to build an undivided universal society. This concept is a broader 

concept which covers both rural and urban or we may say that which covers the human society 

as a whole. This vary concept does not divide the humanity into parts but consider it as a unit 

which co exists. The scholars also pointed it out that the DeenDayal Upadhyay philosophy got 

ignored somehow but it was as important and significant as the swaraj concept of Gandhiji. 

Vamsee mentioned that while Hind Swaraj and Gandhian thought have been taken up for serious 

study in academia, there has been very little discussion of another manifesto for decolonisation, 
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which was delivered as a lecture 50 years ago, by an unassuming thinker who, respectfully 

enough, acknowledged Hind Swaraj right at the beginning. Pandit Deendayal Upadhyaya‟s 

Integral Humanism lectures pick up, in many ways, from questions of the sort examined by 

Gandhi in Hind Swaraj [4]. Gandhiji also gave the economic thoughts which have been 

documented by Kumarappa. Kumarappa stated that Gandhiji divided the economies into five 

parts which are Parasite economy, Predatory economy, Self-sufficient economy, Gregarious 

economy and Service economy. He defined these economies in detail as well for example, India 

had been subjected politically to Great Britain. This has been stated as an example of Parasite 

economy. Economic subjugation of others financial penetration of America is termed as an 

example of predatory economy. The economy based on agriculture is termed as a self sufficient 

economy. Nazi or Soviet economies have been depicted as the Gregarious economy and lastly he 

visualized the service economy. They defined the five types of economy Gandhian economics 

took the help of animals. To define the parasite economy they took the example of the tiger that 

does not create, does not contribute anything towards production but consumes without 

producing. He termed the method as the mix of parasite and predatory. He took the example of 

monkey to define the predatory economy where the monkey is not producing anything but he is 

also not destroying the source of production, but he is consuming the produce of someone else. 

Example of birds has been cited to show the self-sufficient economy where one produce and 

consume itself. The bird build it nest with the help of small particles. To show the gregarious 

economy the author took the example of bee who collect the honey but it get used by someone 

else or we may say in this case one produce the goods for general consumption. In this case 

production is greater than Consumption and the surplus is meant for others. To explain the 

service economy he mentioned the bird in its nest in the third stage. Suppose it has produced a 

baby. In the morning it goes out, picks up whatever food, such as grains, is to be found and feeds 

its young with it. It does not say that it has the right to swallow what it has found. It takes it to 

the little baby bird and feeds it. Does it think that when the little one grows up, it would feed the 

mother when old? Nothing of the sort is happening. It gives without a thought of any return. It is 

wholly motivated by a sense of duty. This is what may be called Mother Economy or Service 

Economy [5]. The scholars even compared the Gandhian theory and concept of Dr Upadhyay 

and favors the concept of Upadhyay. In 1909, India was not independent, and Gandhi‟s 

questioning of colonialism proposes a radical leap in political imagination, into the realm of what 

http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/hind-swaraj-vs-hindu-rashtra/article6201620.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/telangana/pandit-deen-dayals-birth-anniversary-celebrated/article7691669.ece
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one might even call the spiritual. Hind Swaraj rejects the simplistic idea of swaraj as a mere 

change in government, and proposes a far more powerful idea of swaraj as self-rule, an 

Upanishadic idea expressed as a critique of colonial modernity. In 1965, Upadhyaya‟s Integral 

Humanism set out to chart an ethical course for independent India in the face of powerful global 

ideological pressures for and against capitalism and socialism. Upadhyaya, too, begins with a 

concern similar to what might have occurred to the wise „Editor‟ (the character who responds to 

the „Reader‟ in the dialogue) in Hind Swaraj. [4]. Evaluation of the literature clearly shows that 

though the intention of Gandhji is good for the society but they were not concentrated on the 

society as a whole. Researcher revals in his study that Whereas Gandhi and nearly all his 

colleagues who wrote about economics were concerned far more with distributive justice than 

with ecology [6] 

 

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 

The concept of Integral Huminism is found suitable for the holistic development of the society. 

Upadhya explained in his philosophy that human being wants neither capitalism nor socialism. 

There is only one aim of human and that is development and happiness of the Integral human”. 

He also supported the “swadeshi” movement of Gandhi and “decentralization” to enlarge and 

reinforce our national economy. He discarded the planners‟ monetary philosophy of 

centralization and monopolization and termed them as the crony commercial thinking. Though 

the Gandhiji also want to achieved the same aim. [7] Study shows that Gandhi‟s concept of 

trusteeship was based to a considerable extent on an image of capitalists as skilled entrepreneurs. 

He wanted them to go in for voluntary simplicity in their private lives while in their public lives 

applying their skills as well as their wealth to social-welfare undertakings. It was an important 

idea to him – among other things, his “answer to [real] Marxism” and to other kinds of unhealthy 

concentration of political power. This shows that while evaluating the aim of human life 

Upadhyay gave the preference to undivided society and argued that human being is list 

concerned with the business theories i.e., Socialistic or Capitalistic but Gandhiji compared the 

various business theories to find the human happiness. Due to this some of the researchers 

criticized the Gandhian economics of Kumarappa. Study argued that the main problem in 

assessing Kumarappa as an economist may be that of assigning relative weights to these positive 
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and negative points. Another problem, however, is due to the fact that in several instances (and 

not just in regard to ecological economics) where he called attention to an interesting issue that 

more recent economists have taken up, they have developed it far more than he did. [7] In the 

other study [8] also the study reveals that however, neither Gandhi nor Kumarappa grasped the 

scope and significance of the 20th-century population explosion; and here again Gandhi‟s 

approach was more sweeping. He belittled the possibility of a worldwide food shortage by 

saying that “this little globe of ours... has not suffered from the weight of overpopulation through 

its age of countless millions”, and he argued in 1925, when the population of South Asia was 

about an eighth of what it is likely to become by 2025. Kumarappa‟s Gandhian economic is also 

criticized because of the less awareness of Kumarappa about the rural India. [9] stated that while 

Kumarappa understood finance and economics well enough in 1929 when he returned from 

America, he was yet unacquainted with rural India. But his rapid induction into the Gandhian 

fold provided a quick introduction to the harsh realities of Indian village life.  

Thus after the depth evaluation of the literature it may be concluded that that though Upadhyay 

and his all counterparts aimed at the happiness of society, though the Upadhyay concentrated on 

the happiness an undivided society as the primary aim whether the others seems to depended 

more on the business theories and approaches to attain the prosperity and happiness of the 

society. 
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